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FOREWORD

For many years, innovation and 
technology has played a vital role in our 
economic and social development. It is 
for this reason that Konza Technopolis 
Development Authority (KoTDA) has, for 
close to a decade, continued to put the 
question of innovation and its benefits 
at the very core of its development. 
And to bring this reality close, one thing 
remains clear: increasing partnerships is 
now inevitable.

As we ushered the New Year 2022, 
we were privileged to record new 
developments in our city’s development.  
Seventy-two percent of land available 
for investment in Phase 1 (One) of 
the Konza Technopolis project was 
taken up by investors for development, 
representing 106 out of 147 land 
parcels demarcated for uptake. This 
could not have happened without your 
input and support, hence the partnership 
aspect which continues to play a vital 
role. 

As part of our efforts to increase 
digitization efforts in both private 
and public entities in the country, we 
partnered with Intel Corporation to 
organize a forum in Mombasa, an 
event that was attended by the Cabinet 
Secretary for ICT, Innovation and Youth 
Affairs, Joe Mucheru.

While citing innovation as the new 
frontier of creating value and solutions to 
present challenges, the CS urged public 
institutions to embrace digitalization and 

leverage innovation to improve service 
delivery. Mr. Mucheru also noted that 
the digital transformation journey that 
the Government has embarked on will 
enhance service delivery in government 
institutions. The implementation will 
be guided by 2019 Digital Economy 
Blueprint to achieve the Kenya Vision 
2030.

During the period under review, we 
leveraged our principles drawn from 
our strategic plan for the year 2021- 
2025 that gave us tremendous record, 
propelling us to milestones that we are 
very much proud of. From a global eye, 
Konza Technopolis was ranked third 
in the 2021 International Association 
of Science Parks (IASP) Inspiring 
Solutions Program meant to recognize 
excellence within science parks and 
areas of innovation management and 
gives visibility to the best projects and 
initiatives.

We were recognized for establishing 
the Konza Innovation Ecosystem 
Initiative (KIEI), which brings together the 
Government, Academia, Private sector, 
and non-state actors to champion the 
Technopolis innovation agenda resulting 
in the creation of new enterprises.

IASP, which boasts of 350 members 
and 115,000 companies in 78 
countries globally, selects the best top 
10 solutions deployed by its members 
annually. 

Still on a global front, we managed to 
sign a Memorandum of understanding 
with the Thunderbird School of Global 
Management (Thunderbird/ASU) - 
ranked number one for innovation in the 
US - to support the development of the 
knowledge economy in Kenya.

The partnership, witnessed by Amb. 
(Dr). Amina C. Mohamed EGH, 
Cabinet Secretary in the Ministry of 
Sports, Culture and Heritage will 
focus on the co-creation of programs 
that support startups and innovators, 
capacity building programs for 

technology, ICT skills development and 
creative economy in the 4th Industrial 
Revolution.

Closer home, we signed another MoU 
with the Association of Startups and 
SME Enablers in Kenya (ASSEK) to 
enhance innovation and support startups 
in Kenya through utilizing existing 
innovation platforms, conducting 
joint innovation initiatives and jointly 
lobbying for innovation policies 
development starting with the Startup Bill 
that is currently before the Senate.

All these engagements speak volumes to 
our commitment to enhance stakeholders 
engagements which we are also 
fronting through other approaches. 

In February, we extended our Konza 
InvesTeeing Series to Nyali Golf Club 
where we sponsored the Chairman’s 
Prize. A strong field of 250 golfers 
teed off at the Par 71 Nyali Golf and 
Country Club Course in Mombasa. 
Through the Konza InvesTeeing Golf 
Series, we are keen on attracting, 
onboarding, and retaining key investors 
as we speed up the uptake of phase 
one investment opportunities.

Similarly, we hosted a number of visitors 
to Konza including Immaculate Kassait 
who is the Data Commissioner, Office 
of the Data Protection Commissioner. 
Apart from lauding the progress of 
Konza Technopolis, the Office of the 
Data Protection Commissioner informed 
us that they have partnered with the 
Kenya School of Government to 
capacity build Government institutions 
on data protection. This continues to 
bring our dream of innovation and 
technology development closer to 
reality. 

As KoTDA, we shall keep on enhancing 
our partnerships for developments. Our 
doors are always open for whoever 
seeks to visit us. Over and above, we 
are committed to keep on informing you 
on our developments through channels 
like this newsletter as we seek to drive 
our development in and around the city.

Eng. John Tanui, MBS
KoTDA	Chief	Executive	Officer
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Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA) and the 
Thunderbird School of Global 
Management (Thunderbird/
ASU) - ranked number one for 
innovation in the US - have signed 
a memorandum of understanding 
to support the development of the 
knowledge economy in Kenya.

 The partnership, witnessed by Amb. 
(Dr). Amina C. Mohamed EGH, 
Cabinet Secretary in the Ministry of 
Sports, Culture and Heritage will 
focus on the co-creation of programs 
that support startups and innovators, 
capacity building programs for 
technology, ICT skills development 
and creative economy in the 4th 
Industrial Revolution.

 The two institutions will further set 
up the first ever Global Partnership 
on smart cities and other youth 
empowerment programs.

 Speaking on the partnership at 
the launch of the 100 Million 
Learners Initiative in Nairobi, 
Eng. John Tanui, Chief Executive 
Officer of Konza Technopolis noted 

KONZA TECHNOPOLIS AND THUNDERBIRD SCHOOL OF GLOBAL 
MANAGEMENT SIGN MOU TO SUPPORT KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY 

IN KENYA

that the partnership presents a 
great opportunity to both Konza 
Technopolis and Thunderbird in 
knowledge economy development.

 “We have signed this MoU to lay 
a very strong foundation for us to 
get engaged. At Konza, we are 
seeking to get partners, the very best 
from across the world to lay the right 
foundation for Konza Technopolis to 
achieve its vision of being among 
the leading global innovation 
hub. For us to succeed in ICT, 
Engineering and Life Sciences, we 
need like-minded partners in these 
spaces,” he said.

 He added that the MoU will 
enable Konza to access the best 
talent in the world, access the best 
programs to help startups and all 
the stakeholders in the innovation 
ecosystem.

Eng. Tanui noted that the signing 
of the MoU will go a long way 
in supporting education which is 
one of Konza Technopolis’ drivers. 
Konza Technopolis is currently 
developing the country’s first 

graduate-only university - The Kenya 
Advanced Institute of Science and 
Technology (KAIST) which will 
provide specialized research and 
training in various cutting edge 
engineering technologies and 
advanced science disciplines to 
support Kenya’s development into a 
newly industrialised economy.

On his part, Dr. Sanjeev Khagram, 
Director General and Dean of 
Thunderbird School of Management 
noted that Thunderbird’s partnership 
with Konza will seek to accelerate 
their technology and innovation 
impact in the country.

 “Konza is a true leader in 
innovation and technology in 
East Africa. We are so proud of 
this partnership that will help us 
in attaining our goals on the 4th 
Industrial Revolution. The future is 
incredibly bright and we know that 
innovation will play a key role in the 
next 20 to 30 years.” he said.

He added, “In this partnership, 
we are focusing on several areas 
including space technology and 
exploration, creative industry, 

Eng. John Tanui, CEO of Konza Technopolis Development Authority (KoTDA) (seated right) exchange the MoU papers with Dr. Sanjeev Khagram, Director 
General and Dean of Thunderbird School of Management (seated left) during the signing session.
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engineering and leadership and 
management. All technology and 
innovation development need good 
leaders and this is something we 
shall be seeking to achieve.” 

Through the Francis and Dionne 
Najafi 100 Million Learners Global 
Initiative, Thunderbird aims to offer 
accredited online global, world-class 
education in 40 different languages 
to learners across the globe, at 
absolutely no cost to the learner.

Women and young women will 
account for 70 percent of the 100 

million learners that the program will 
reach worldwide.

Sports CS Amb. (Dr.) Amina 
Mohammed, who read President 
Uhuru Kenyatta’s speech urged 
Kenyans to take advantage of the 
initiative and grab a good share of 
the opportunity to train 100 million 
learners.

 “As a Kenyan who values 
education, I would kindly urge all 
Kenyans, especially our sportsmen 
and women, to grab this opportunity 
and fill our education gaps. Of the 

16 million learners, we can have 
our share as we look forward to 
advancing our country to the next 
level. I once again commend all 
the parties involved in this initiative. 
Kudos.” she said.  

The Global Initiative will further 
advance Thunderbird’s mission 
to empower and influence global 
leaders and managers who 
maximize the benefits of the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution to advance 
equitable and sustainable prosperity 
worldwide.

KONZA TECHNOPOLIS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY AND 
ASSOCIATION OF STARTUPS AND SME ENABLERS IN KENYA SIGN 

MOU TO ENHANCE INNOVATION AND SUPPORT STARTUPS 

Ms. Mercy Kimalat, CEO, ASSEK (centre) with Eng. John Tanui, CEO, KoTDA (right) shake hands during the signing of the MoU at Konza Technopolis. Looking 
on is Robert Karanja, Ph.D., Co-Founder and Chief Innovation Officer at  VillGro Africa. 
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Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA) and Association 
of Startups and SME Enablers in 
Kenya (ASSEK) have signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) to enhance innovation and 
support startups in Kenya.

The two parties agreed to achieve 
this by utilizing existing innovation 
platforms, conducting joint 
innovation initiatives and jointly 
lobbying for innovation policies 
development starting with the Startup 
Bill that is currently before the 
Senate.

ASSEK will utilize its membership 
network and partnerships while 
KoTDA will provide infrastructure 
and international linkages to 
actualize the goals of the MoU.

Speaking on the partnership at 
Konza Technopolis, Eng. John Tanui, 
Chief Executive Officer of KoTDA 
lauded the engagement, terming 
it as a key move to supporting 
Kenyan startups, innovation policy 
development and the innovation 
ecosystem in the country.

“Today, we have signed an 
engagement to ensure that we 
support startups by enabling them to 
scale to the next level because we 
see startups as a solution to some 
of our national challenges. These 
startups will also create opportunities 
for our young people and grow our 
country’s economy. We are looking 
forward to making this engagement 
a success.” said Eng. Tanui.

Eng. John Tanui added that the 
engagement with ASSEK will also 
seek to tap into the global networks 
to enhance networks with Kenyan 
startups while creating opportunities 
to tap into the investment 
opportunities available at Konza.

Konza Technopolis is a member 
of the IASP organisation which is 
an independent, non-profit, non-

governmental, membership based 
organisation with a worldwide 
network bringing together over 350 
science parks whose key objective 
is to coordinate an active network 
of professionals that manage areas 
of innovation.

On her end, Mercy Kimalat, 
CEO of ASSEK noted that the 
engagement presents an opportunity 
to collaborate on different 
initiatives to ensure that Kenya has 
a conducive environment for the 
innovation ecosystem.

“We have discussed how we can 
work together and one of the things 
we have singled out is the Startup 
Bill since we recognize that policy 
is one of the key pillars to build 
this ecosystem as well as attracting 
investors,” she said.

While lauding the progress of 
Konza project and the opportunities 
available for SMEs, Ms. Kimalat 
noted that the association is keen 
to tap into the opportunities and 
innovation environment at Konza 
Technopolis.

“One of the key things we have 
identified in working with startups 

is the challenge of unfavorable 
environment for them to actualize 
their ideas for commercialization. 
One of the areas we have 
identified at Konza is a conducive 
infrastructure, environment and other 
investment opportunities. SMEs have 
opportunities to set up industries 
and working space considering 
the strategic location of Konza 
Technopolis,” she added.

Ms. Kimalat noted that the 
engagement with Konza will also 
enhance research and utilize 
available resources to make the 
engagement fruitful.

So far, Konza Technopolis has 
been working with other like-
minded partners like the Association 
of Countrywide Innovation Hubs 
(ACIH). The engagement ASSEK 
adds to other engagements that the 
Authority is having with other partners 
for its development.

ASSEK seeks to represent actors 
within the Kenyan startup and SME 
enabler ecosystem and actively 
promote networking among 
its members towards Kenya’s 
sustainable economic development.

KoTDA-ASSEK MoU signing.
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KONZA TECHNOPOLIS LAUNCHES “MY TREE” INITIATIVE TO DEVELOP 
A CARBON SINK FOR THE CITY

Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA) launched an 
ambitious greening initiative dubbed 
“My Tree” to develop a carbon sink 
for the city. 

The Authority seeks to plant 
approximately 1,000 tree seedlings 
along the Technopolis’ streets and 
green corridors before utilizing the 
set aside 405 acres that will take 
up 405,000 seedlings during the 
initiative. KoTDA is already seeking 
partnerships to make the exercise a 
success. 

Through the “My Tree” initiative, 
individuals and organizations will 
track the progress of the trees that 
they grow in Konza Technopolis 
through an online platform. The 
launch of the initiative coincided 
with the International Day of Forests 
which was marked on Monday, 
21st March 2022. 

Speaking at the launch of the 
initiative, KoTDA Chief Manager in 
charge of Construction Operation 
and Management, Eng. Anthony 
Sang’ said: “The “My Tree” Initiative 
is a demonstration of KoTDA’s 
commitment to developing a 
smart and sustainable city that will 
contribute to the ongoing efforts to 
mitigate against climate change. 
We have begun the programme by 
involving the Authority’s staff to plant 
as many trees as their individual 

ages and take up the responsibility 
of caring for the tree seedlings that 
they will plant.”

He added: “The longer term plan 
of the initiative is to develop a 
carbon sink to obtain carbon 
credits that can be traded by 
Konza Technopolis. This as the 
Technopolis applies for city scale 
green certification and enforces 
Green certification for horizontal 
infrastructure and buildings in the 
Technopolis.” 

The Konza greening initiative was 
activated to support the Government 
of Kenya’s drive to increase the 
national forest cover to 10% of 
Kenya’s land size. The Authority 
has already planted 30,000 trees 

in the Technopolis. To enable this 
biodiversity ambition, the Authority 
is also working to establish a smart 
tree nursery with a capacity of 10 
million plants.

In June this year, Konza Technopolis 
launched the smart tree nursery for 
the promotion of environmental 
conservation, economic 
empowerment and social stability. 
The smart nursery includes the full 
automation of potting procedure 
and smart production of about 
20,000 pots per hour.

Konza Technopolis targets to plant 
at least 10,000 tree seedlings every 
year, within the Technopolis and in 
the surrounding community.
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The Auditor-General has lauded the 
progress made on the development 
of development Konza Technopolis 
during her maiden familiarization 
tour of the project on 14th January 
2022. 

While terming the flagship project 
as critical in attaining Kenya’s 
sustainability and national 
development goals, CPA Nancy 
Gathungu said she was impressed 
with the ongoing works and rallied 
the acceleration of the project, 
adding that the project’s impact is 
critical for the country’s development.  

“It has been a very enlightening visit, 
seeing the magnitude of the project 
taking place and the amount of work 
taking place. Konza, being one of 
the flagship projects under the Kenya 
Vision 2030 Blueprint is very critical 
in this country’s development.” she 
said. 

The Auditor General, who was 
accompanied by senior officials from 
the Office of the Auditor General 
(OAG), said the trip was very 
insightful and would help her office 
in executing some of its monitoring 
and evaluation processes to access 
the outcome and impact of the use 
of public resources in the project. 

She added: “As an audit office, we 
don’t just look at the figures on the 
amount spent but also how these 
projects are also going to impact the 
lives of the people. What we have 
seen today are huge projects which 
have the potential to assist the nation 
scale to greater heights.”

CPA Gathungu also expressed her 
satisfaction with the establishment 
of the Konza National Data Centre, 
which will greatly assist both public 
and private companies in hosting 
their data requirements. 

AUDITOR GENERAL MAKES MAIDEN VISIT TO KONZA TECHNOPOLIS

She also challenged the 
management of the Authority to 
accelerate communication around 
Konza Technopolis’ investment 
opportunities in order to fast track the 
project’s uptake. 

On his part, KoTDA’s Chief Executive 
Officer Eng. John Tanui said the 
Authority was honoured to host the 
Auditor General, adding that the 
Authority is committed to delivering 
the project while taking into account 
the recommendations shared by 
OAG during the visit. 

Eng. Tanui said, “We have worked 
together with the office of the Auditor 
General over the years, and today’s 
maiden visit of the team was very 
engaging. We appreciate the 
advice given and we shall keep on 
working together to advance our 
development of Konza Technopolis 
for the betterment of our country.”

“We are already undertaking 
various projects in Phase One and 
we look forward to exploring other 
partnerships with the OAG’s office 
in boosting the knowledge-based 

economy of this country.” said Eng. 
Tanui.  

Phase One of Konza Technopolis 
has attained 70 percent horizontal 
infrastructure completion with 
ongoing works expected to be 
completed by the close of 2022. 
This as vertical construction of 
various projects continues. 

Apart from the Konza Complex and 
the Konza National Data Centre, 
vertical developments of projects 
such as the Kenya Advanced Institute 
of Science and Technology (KAIST), 
Konza Furnished Apartments, Konza 
Security and Command Centre and 
the Konza Technopolis sub-station 
are ongoing. 

Phase One of the Konza Technopolis 
project is designed as a mixed-use 
community, comprising commercial, 
residential, public, and hospitality 
amenities. Upon completion, Phase 
One of the project is expected to 
attract 30,000 residents, 7,500 
knowledge workers and 16,700 
other workers.

Eng. Anthony Sang, Chief Manager, Construction , Operation and Management Department (CM- 
COM) during the Auditor’s General Visit to Konza Technopolis.
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72 PERCENT 
OF KONZA 

TECHNOPOLIS’ 
PHASE ONE TAKEN 
UP BY INVESTORS

Seventy two percent of land 
available for investment in the Phase 
1 (One) of the Konza Technopolis 
project has been taken up by 
investors for development. 

This represents 106 out of 147 
land parcels demarcated for uptake 
by investors in the Phase 1 (One), 
which comprises of 1,703 acres of 
land including wildlife and nature 
parks. 

This comes at a time when the 
development of Phase 1(One)’s 
horizontal infrastructure is set to be 
completed by the end of 2022. 
The completion of the works, which 
entail the construction of streetscapes 
and drainage works, paves way for 
the vertical construction works to be 
undertaken by the private sector. 

According to the Eng. John Tanui, 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), 
Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA), the agency 
mandated with the development of 
Konza Technopolis, the Authority 
is now focusing to complete the 
horizontal infrastructure which entails 
servicing the land parcels with key 
amenities.

“For the horizontal infrastructure, 
we expect within this year to move 
and reach over 95 percent with 
the remaining scope of work being 
the development of verticals among 
them a police command center, 
fire station, welcome center, safety 
shelter for screening vehicles and 
power distribution station as well 
as Konza furnished apartments. 
In 2021, we recorded over 70 
percent completion and our focus is 
to complete this as we accelerate 

investor’s uptake,” said Eng. Tanui, 
who was speaking during an 
investor’s tour at Konza Technopolis. 

The CEO added: “In respect to 
investor uptake of the Phase One, 
we expect that the entire land 
parcels available will be taken up 
by June 2022. We are already in 
discussion with the Ministry of Lands 
and Physical Planning to have more 
land demarcated for manufacturing 
since the parcels which had been set 
aside have been fully taken up,” he 
said. 

Phase One of the Konza Technopolis 
project is designed as a mixed-
use community, comprising of 
commercial, residential, public, 
and hospitality amenities. Upon 
completion, the Phase One is 
expected to attract 30,000 
residents, 7,500 knowledge workers 
and 16,700 other workers. 

Speaking during the investors 
tour Investor Mohammed Omar, 
Director at Odesey International 
Limited lauded the progress of the 
Technopolis, terming the ongoing 
works as a true reflection of the 
dream of a smart city in Kenya. 

He said: “For a long period, we 
were in a limbo on what was 
happening at Konza Technopolis but 
upon my visit today, I am surprised 
that a lot is going on, especially 
on the horizontal infrastructure 

development. I think what I have 
seen here proves that as a nation, 
we are moving forward and this is 
how countries like South Korea were 
build.”

Mr. Omar also noted that the 
country has taken a good trajectory 
in developing other flagship projects 
such as Lamu Port and the New 
Kipevu Oil Terminal Project.  

On his part, Eng. Mbugua Kamau, 
a real estate developer, who was 
part of the delegation noted that 
Konza Technopolis has made 
great progress in the last one year, 
especially in the development of 
service tunnels and roads. 

He said: “I am very impressed with 
the quality of work and particularly 
the service tunnels which covers six 
kilometres. The master plan is well 
thought out and it is good to note 
that investors are taking this project 
seriously.”

As part of its strategic priorities 
under the second strategic plan 
(2021-2025), Konza Technopolis 
Development Authority is actively 
engaging both local and 
international investors. Private sector 
players are also taking up the 
offerings of Konza National Data 
Centre, which is offering cloud 
computing services to both private 
and public organisations.

Ongoing installation of streetlights at the Phase One of the Konza Technopolis horizontal 
streetscapes infrastructure.
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Konza Technopolis was ranked 
third in the 2021 International 
Association of Science Parks (IASP) 
Inspiring Solutions Program meant to 
recognise excellence within science 
parks and areas of innovation 
management and give visibility to 
the best projects and initiatives.

IASP, which boasts of 350 members 
and 115,000 companies in 78 
countries globally, selects the best 
top 10 solutions deployed by its 
members annually. The 10 finalists 
are selected by an expert panel, 
before IASP members vote for the 

KONZA TECHNOPOLIS WINS BRONZE AWARD IN THE 2021 IASP 
INSPIRING SOLUTIONS PROGRAMME

three winners, who are announced 
live at the IASP World Conference.

The Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA) was recognized 
for establishing the Konza Innovation 
Ecosystem Initiative (KIEI), which 
brings together the Government, 
Academia, Private sector, and 
non-state actors to champion the 
Technopolis innovation agenda 
resulting in the creation of new 
enterprises. 

A total of 20 new companies owned 
by the youth have been created and 
are now commercializing because 

of the KIEI approach. Further, 200 
children between the age of 9 and 
15 have been trained on innovation 
while over 1000 youth have been 
supported to develop new ventures.

KoTDA Chief Executive Officer, 
Eng. John Tanui – who is also the 
President of IASP Africa Division, has 
hailed the Award as a recognition 
of the KIEI’s role in nurturing an 
innovation culture in Kenya’s 
economy, terming it as a game 
changer in how the innovation 
ecosystem operates in Kenya. 

“This initiative has addressed the 
gaps that were in the innovation 
ecosystem by ensuring there is 
co-ordination within the innovation 
ecosystem and providing a 
programme to innovators to channel 
their ideas and solutions to be able 
to turn them into start-ups.” Eng. 
Tanui said.

He added, “Through the 
programme, we’ve got impressive 
innovations on healthcare, 
logistics and quality work. This has 
created a model we can replicate 
across Africa and ensure that the 
partnerships we have established 
with various stakeholders in the 
innovation ecosystem continue to 
grow.”

Eng. Tanui spoke on the sidelines 
of the IASP’s International Board 
Meeting which was held in Malaga, 
Spain. The two-day Board meeting 
discussed the association’s future 
strategy and to outline the path for 
IASP to follow as we adjust to a 
post-pandemic world.
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DATA 
COMMISSIONER 

ASSURES KENYANS 
THAT PERSONAL 
DATA HELD BY 
INSTITUTIONS 
IS SAFE AND 
PROTECTED

Government Institutions are the 
biggest holders and controllers of 
data in Kenya. This is according 
to Immaculate Kassait, the Data 
Commissioner, Office of the Data 
Protection Commissioner. In this 
regard, the Office of the Data 
Protection Commissioner has 
partnered with the Kenya School 
of Government to capacity build 
Government institutions on data 
protection in an effort to enhance 
the security and privacy of Kenyans’ 
personal data.

Ms. Kassait who spoke during 
a visit to Konza Technopolis to 
inspect the ICT infrastructure and the 
Technopolis’ readiness to host and 
protect data noted that “Following 
enactment of the Data Protection Act, 
2019, certain categories of data 
which are of strategic importance 
to the country must be processed 
in Kenya or a copy must be kept in 
Kenya. The Commission is therefore 
keen to work with relevant institutions 
such as Konza Technopolis 
Development Authority (KoTDA) to 
ensure that data is safely processed 
and kept within the country”

Further, the Data Commissioner 
stated that the Data Protection 
Act, 2019 recognizes the need 
to build on human capacity 
in data protection and called 
on institutions to invest in data 
protection professionals as the field 
is very demanding and bears great 
potential. This will result in less cases 
of data breach in the country.

On his part, Eng. John Tanui, 
KoTDA Chief Executive, ascertained 
Kenyans that KoTDA has put in place 
mechanisms to ensure that data 
stored at the National Data Centre 
in Konza is secure. “Through industry 
collaborations, we are keen to make 
Kenya an attractive investment hub 
that assures all stakeholders of safety 
of their data. The National Data 
Centre is therefore equipped with 
facilities and man power who meet 
global standards.”

As part of KoTDA’s quest to create 
awareness around data protection, 
the Authority partnered with the 
Ministry of ICT, Innovation and Youth 
Affairs, Huawei Technologies and 
VMware to host a cybersecurity 
forum on Monday, 28th February 
2022 that brought together both 
experienced and upcoming ICT 
professionals to discuss data 
protection and growth opportunities 
in the sub-sector.

Commenting on the initiatives 
KoTDA is undertaking to sensitize 
industry players on data protection, 
Eng. John Tanui noted that Konza 
is continuously advancing its cloud 
storage capabilities as that is one 
of the ways to ensure data is stored 
safely. “Many Government and 
private institutions are transitioning 
to cloud storage because of 
the advantages it offers. Cloud 
provides additional flexibility and 
security to data users and owners of 
applications because data is stored 
in shared infrastructure and it cannot 
be traced to a specific hardware 
therefore giving additional security 
features” said Eng. Tanui.

Ms. Maureen Mbaka, Chief 
Administrative Secretary, 
ICT, Broadcasting and 
Telecommunications at the Ministry 
of ICT, Innovation and Youth Affairs 
presided over the cybersecurity forum 
and alluded to the opportunities for 
Girls in ICT in the data protection 
and cybersecurity field. “While 
cyber security breaches have 

continued to rise in the past few 
years, the gap in cybersecurity 
skills continues to persist with 
women lagging even further 
behind - making up approximately 
20 percent of the cybersecurity 
workforce” she said. “The global 
demand for cybersecurity skills 
far exceeds the current supply of 
traditionally qualified individuals. 
Skilled cybersecurity professionals 
are therefore a unique resource at 
the moment and we would like to 
prepare and position young girls to 
take up these opportunities through 
forums such as this”.

On her part, Everline Kamau, Senior 
Territory Manager East Africa at 
VMware encouraged girls to take 
up opportunities in ICT arguing 
that it is one of the ways to tackle 
youth unemployment “The beauty 
with ICT is that it offers diversified 
opportunities and one’s creativity is 
not stifled. All you need is an idea 
hinged towards a tech solution to 
begin a startup. In addition, the 
technology demands by consumers 
is on a steady rise leading to 
creation of multiple tech companies 
which offer employment” She noted

The cybersecurity webinar was 
held under the Girls in ICT Initiative 
Kenya, a program run by KoTDA, 
Ministry of ICT and Women in 
Technology Huawei aimed to 
commemorate the Girls in ICT Day 
locally and intensify efforts to bridge 
the digital gender gap. The Initiative 
was launched in August 2021 and 
will culminate in a finale event in 
April 2022 to mark the International 
Girls in ICT Day.

Immaculate Kassait, Data Commissioner, 
during a courtesy visit at Konza Technopolis.
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THE AUTHORITY PARTICIPATES IN THE 7TH PROGRAM FOR 
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 2022

Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA) participated 
in the 7th edition of Program for 
Infrastructure Development in Africa, 
(PIDA) Week which took place 
from 28th February to 2nd March 
in the Kenya capital, Nairobi. The 
conference themed ‘Putting Africa on 
a Firm Footing for Recovery, Growth, 
and Resilience through Infrastructure’, 
aimed at assessing and tracking 
the status of financial investments in 
infrastructure development in Africa.

The high-level conference 
brought together African leaders, 
representatives of international 
development organizations, and 
the private sector and it aimed at 
critically evaluating infrastructure 
delivery in Africa against the 
backdrop of the COVID-19 
pandemic while discussing financial 
prospects for infrastructure projects in 
the pipeline. The five-day conference 
also tackled issues such as how 
to deal with bottlenecks and other 
challenges faced in realising the 
much-needed resources to enhance 
infrastructure development on the 
continent.

Representing President of the 
Republic of Kenya H.E. Uhuru 
Kenyatta at the opening, Cabinet 
Secretary James Macharia 
highlighted that the theme of the 
7th PIDA Week focuses on the key 
challenge of the time the COVID 
19 Pandemic which in the process 
has created a shortfall in the already 
underfunded infrastructure sector.

“As African countries, we need to 
focus on policies and strategies 
that will promote and increase 
domestic resource mobilization, 
attract private investment and 
create an environment that attracts 
the growth of quality infrastructure 

projects. I, therefore, urge for 
deeper engagement between PIDA, 
the private sector, and development 
partners”, said the President.

The participants of PIDA Week 
got an opportunity to visit three 
infrastructure projects in Kenya, 
namely the LAPSSET Corridor 
Program Lamu Port, ICT parks 
in Konza Technopolis, and the 
Nairobi Expressway. The visit 
to Konza Technopolis attracted 
over one hundred and fifty (150) 
participants. The guests appreciated 
the infrastructure progress, as well as 
the investment uptake so far.

PIDA Guests
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THE AUTHORITY 
PARTICIPATES IN THE 
PWANI INNOVATION 

WEEK

Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA) participated in the 
Pwani Innovation Week (PIW) which 
took place from 28th to 31st March 
2022. PIW is a consolidated effort 
by SwahiliPot Hub, a community 
space focusing on youth’s interest in 
technology and arts, and its partners 
to help create a widespread 
culture of innovation in the coastal 
counties of Kenya. Its aim is to 
inspire innovators, policymakers, 
corporations, funders, researchers, 
and other players to take risks on 
new ideas and trends, collaborate 
across sectors, and transform the 
Kenyan Coastal region through the 
scaling of innovation.

As a speaker, KoTDA CEO, Eng. 
John Tanui encouraged innovators 
in the coastal region to flourish 
by developing and implementing 
innovations that will alleviate 
poverty, and drive inclusiveness 
while meeting our country’s Agenda 
4.0.

On the last day of the event, the 
team had an innovation safari 
whereby they visited various 
innovation hubs within the coastal 
region, led by the Chairperson of 
the Association of Countrywide 
Innovation Hubs, Ms. Magdaline 
Chepkemoi.  The Hubs visited 
included; - 

a. Youth empowerment 
program initiative (YEPI) 
– YEPI was founded in 2014 
by a handful of dedicated youth 
volunteers in order to empower 
and transform young people aged 
16 – 35 who are most at risk for 
unemployment, poverty and violent 
extremism in Mombasa, Kenya. 
In bridging this gap, YEPI enables 

opportunities for youth and women 
in Mombasa. With a focus on 
local business context, they mentor, 
educate, and teach young people 
entrepreneurship, leadership and 
environmental conservation.

b. Blue Economy Innovation 
Hub (BEI Hub) - BEI Hub is a 
platform for multidisciplinary and 
participatory action research, 
anchored on the principles of 
Human Centred Design and Triple 
Helix Approach, to co-create 
solutions to real societal challenges. 
It is based at the School of Business 
in Technical University of Mombasa. 
Their main focus is around Fisheries, 
Aquaculture & Mariculture, Maritime 
Safety, Security and Environment, 
Coastal Tourism & Cultural 
Heritage, Maritime Transport & 
Logistics, Maritime Technology. 

c. Swahili Box - SwahiliBox is 
the Technology Co-Creation Space 
in Mombasa. The space focuses 

on socio-economic technology 
empowerment, inspiring and 
developing individuals and help 
them develop new and innovative 
ideas through networking, 
access to training and support 
and professional mentoring and 
coaching. It brings together 
investors, donors, entrepreneurs, 
experts, artists, and other individuals 
and will provide them with an 
opportunity to share knowledge, 
learn, find mentors and expound 
on their talents, abilities and 
innovative ideas that will lead to the 
development of Kenya and globally 
at large.

d. Tech Bridge Invest – They 
create positive social impact through 
developing profitable businesses, 
job creation, and through 
developing affordable products that 
solve problems for the underserved 
population. Tech Bridge Invest offers 
entrepreneurship training, seed 

KoTDA staff engaging delegates during the Pwani Innovation Week in Mombasa.
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capital, and investments in start-ups 
that show great potential for success 
and positive social impact. Their 
focus is on East Africa, particularly 
within software technology, in areas 
where access to capital is scarce, 
and where the private sector could 
be strengthened. Tech Bridge Invest 
is a Norwegian-based company, 
founded by entrepreneurs and 
experienced business professionals. 
Their focus is on: 

• Building and investing in scalable, 
sustainable businesses in East Africa 

• Creating value through training, 
investments, and active ownership 

• Creating job opportunities and 
profitable businesses where it is 
needed the most and the potential is 
high

e. Close the Gap - Their goal is 
to strengthen their Social Enterprise 
positioning, both in Belgium and in 
Kenya. They believe that access to 
digital solutions is a key enabler for 
people in developing and emerging 
countries to improve their lives and 
realize their full potential.

Close the Gap provides high-
quality refurbished IT equipment for 
social and educational projects in 
emerging and developing countries, 
acting as an end-to-end logistics 
manager that coordinates the 
many partners active in the supply 
chain to ensure the IT projects are 
implemented successfully. This 
includes monitoring the refurbishment 
process, transport, export/import 
process, distribution, installation and 
maintenance, and local collection 
and recycling.

June Chepkemei, far left during a panel session at the Pwani Innovation Week 2022.
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THE NYALI GOLF CHAIRMAN’S PRIZE SPONSORSHIP 

A strong field of 250 golfers teed 
off at the Par 71 Nyali Golf and 
Country Club Course in Mombasa 
on 5th February 2022 battling out for 
the Chairman’s Prize title, sponsored 
by Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA).

The Club’s Chairman, Taib Bajaber, 
joined the 250 golfers in the Saturday 
event that was open to all men and 
lady members of the home club and 
other nearby clubs such as Mombasa 
Golf Club and Vipingo Ridge Golf 
Club.

Speaking at the tournament, Eng. John 
Tanui, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
at Konza Technopolis Development 
Authority (KoTDA) said:

“We are excited to collaborate with 
Nyali Golf Club in the Chairman’s Prize 
as part of our Konza Golf InvesTeeing 
Golf Series which we are organising 
across the country. The purpose of 
the Series is to engage the business 
community in this region to share what 
we have as an investment hub. Being a 
special economic zone and an upcoming 
city, we have many opportunities that 
we are sharing. Today’s tournament was 
aimed at deepening our relations with the 
investors.”

The Konza InvesTeeing series seeks 
to attract, onboard and retain key 
investors at the upcoming smart city.

He added that Konza Technopolis’ 
anchor project, Kenya Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology 
(KAIST) is ongoing and that KoTDA is 

also working towards developing a 
smart city.

During the tournament, the Club’s 
immediate Chairman Taib Bajaber 
expressed delight at the large number 
of players who participated in the 
Chairman’s Prize, adding they were 
glad to have a good number of 
sponsors. “The members of Nyali 
Golf have turned out in large numbers 
of up to 247 today. We have also 
had a number of sponsors like Konza 
Technopolis, Kericho Gold and Kitui 
Flour Mills amongst others. We had 
the first tee off at 6 a.m. and the 
game has been good” he said.

The club held the Captain’s Prize in 
January as part of the clubs tradition to 
honor outgoing officials.  

The Konza InvesTeeing Golf Series 
was launched on 25th September 
2021 in Machakos Golf Club and so 
far, the Authority has held the series in 
Karen Country Club and Eldoret Club 
respectively.  

Nyali’s Lady Captain Mary Kandu (l) poses with her trophy together with Konza Technopolis Director 
Caroline Kariuki and Nyali Golf Club Chairman Taib Bajaber.

Eng. John Tanui, CEO, Konza Technopolis Development Authority (KoTDA with his team during the 
Chairman’s Prize tournament at Nyali Golf & Country Club.
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PICTORIAL

The Authority hosted a team from the Ministry of Lands and Physical planning led by the Cabinet Secretary, Ms. Farida Karoney and Director of Physical 
Planning, Augustine K Masinde for a tour at Konza. The team got an update on Konza Technopolis progress and discussed areas of support and collaboration.

Postbank Managing Director, Mr. Raphael Lekolool held a meeting with KoTDA CEO Eng. John Tanui to discuss how Konza cloud can support the bank’s 
digitalisation as well as other areas of collaboration.
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PICTORIAL

A section of the Water Reclamation Facility (WRF) at Konza Technopolis as of February 2022.

Wildlife at Konza Technopolis. On the background is the Konza Complex.
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A team of twenty practicing engineers from different organizations visited the Technopolis to understand the project and the progress. 

A golfer follows his tee off during the Nyali Chairman’s Prize Tournament in Mombasa.

PICTORIAL
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PICTORIAL

KoTDA Chairman Arch. Dr. Reuben Mutiso (centre) addressing some of the investors who toured Konza Technopolis for investment seeking trip.

KoTDA Chairman Arch. Dr. Reuben Mutiso (right) and KoTDA CEO, Eng John Tanui (left - pointing a finger) together with investors during 
a tour at Konza Technopolis.
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KoTDA Chairman Arch. Dr. Reuben Mutiso

Ongoing installation of streetlights at the Phase One of the Konza Technopolis horizontal streetscapes infrastructure.

PICTORIAL
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PICTORIAL

ICT CS Joe Mucheru Urges Public Institutions to Embrace Digitalization and Leverage Innovation for Development

ICT CS Joe Mucheru together with Chairpersons of various institutions in the ICT sector during the Konza Intel Forum in Mombasa.
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PICTORIAL

Wildlife at Konza Technopolis. 

Wildlife at Konza Technopolis. 
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